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Abstract
A multitude of software domains, ranging from e-commerce services to personal digital assistants, rely on recommender systems (RS) to enhance their performance and customer experience. There are several established approaches to RS, including algorithms, namely, collaborative filtering, content-based filtering, and various hybrid systems that use different verticals of data, such as the user’s preferences, the metadata of items to be suggested, etc., to generate recommendations. Contrary to those, we adopt a classifier system to benefit from its rule-based knowledge representation and interwoven learning mechanisms. In this paper, we present our approach and elaborate on its potential use to flexibly and effectively guide a user through the application of an authoring platform.

1. Introduction
Assisting novices in using a complex software system, be it a simple interactive web application or a sophisticated game engine, can be a challenging task [1]. The conventional and widespread methods to address user assistance in a complex system are either text-based, such as software documentation in the form of paper manuals or interactive websites [2], or audio-visual assistance either directly through the platform or online forums and social media such as YouTube [3]. In some cases, there are intelligent systems that can identify user states and react accordingly [4]. Most of the time, users of a software system, specifically novices, will have to spend a sensible amount of time finding a solution to their problems. It might even be challenging to understand the usage situation in some cases. Mainly, in the case of complex software such as an authoring platform, there is a high likelihood that the type of functionalities it offers may confuse a user. We propose using an RS as an intelligent user guidance mechanism to address this. An RS, by utility, is an essential tool that makes any user not feel overwhelmed with information overload [5]. In a typical case, an RS considers a set of data points to make recommendations. Depending on the RS approach, this can range from user preferences to the knowledge of any item to be recommended. In this work, the RS captures the user requirements, classifies them, and delivers appropriate recommendations back to the users to fulfill their needs. This task can be performed by a classifier system, which gives specific recommendations based on the classification of a user’s given situation [6]. Assuming that users should be given different recommendations based on their backgrounds, goals, etc., and that both the users and the software might change over time in terms of behaviours and usage, a learning classifier system (LCS) could adapt and improve its recommendations based on experience over time.
Means to direct a user’s attention are captured by the term ‘guidance’ [8]. In the context of this work, we limit the scope of according intelligent guidance in an authoring platform to the tasks of (1) familiarisation (overall workflow, functionalities, and UIs) and (2) usage of a software system (e.g., various modeling, composition processing, or analytics tasks). Apart from classifying the information we need out of a vast amount of data, an RS is a generic solution to receive expert feedback [9]. However, an RS is hardly utilized to assist a user with contextual recommendations to familiarize them with complex software or to help them use it thoroughly. To fill this gap, we explore primarily two research questions through this work: RQ1) How to guide a user through different steps in using a complex software system by employing an RS? RQ2) How can an LCS be adapted to develop a practical and generic rule-based RS for user guidance? The following sections briefly describe the related work on RS approaches and user assistance, the methodology we have adapted, our currently implemented concept and its integration into an authoring platform, along with the evaluation plan.

2. Related Work

The logic behind widely used RS approaches can be conceptually associated with rule-based systems. For example, algorithms such as collaborative filtering and content-based filtering classify the items to be recommended either by evaluating user interactions [10] or by assessing heterogeneous information about the items themselves [11]. Meaning, If a user requirement falls under any of these classifications, then specific recommendations are delivered to the users from these classifications. Such conditional statement, as explained above, are typically hard-coded part of the respective RS algorithms and only different classifications of user data result in differently configured recommendations. In contrast, some approaches rely on rule representations to make recommendations. [12], for instance, rely on a decision list rule learner to recommend TV shows to the user. [13] designed a rule-based system to sort and recommend relevant threads from lengthy online discussion forums. [14] ask the user for inputs, convert them into rules, and use contextual information to provide location-based services to the user. All these works and most of the research we found during the literature review were either based on established RS algorithms or hybrid methods. They have proven to be effective in their domains. However, to the best of our knowledge, LCS had not been considered for implementing RS before. At the same time, the applied nature of LCS brings various advantages to RS, most importantly the flexibility to adjust to changes in user data, a given application context, and available recommendations over time. As we will detail in this paper, LCS also allows us to represent different RS approaches simultaneously, which may reduce the maintenance costs of an according software framework, increase its applicability, or even support cross-fertilization of different RS concepts.

3. Basic Representations

A User of a software service and the RS that support him/her can be represented as two agents communicating with each other [15]. As defined by [16], an agent Ag can be represented as a quadruple (Sit, Act, Dat, fAg) where Sit is the set of situations an Ag can be in, Act is the set
of actions $Ag$ can perform, $Dat$ is the set of data $Ag$ can rely on, and $f_{Ag} : Sit \times Dat = Act$ yields $Ag$’s action in a given situation, provided certain data. Following this definition, $Sit$ of the $User$ agent would capture all the situations the user may be in, i.e. different stages in different use cases. $Act$ captures the set of inputs the $User$ can provide to navigate, manipulate, select, or control the software in use [17]. $Dat$ consists of all the data the $User$ has about one’s own goals and data that could be provided, about the software system, including for instance how it works, previously stored files, the currently displayed information, etc. Likewise, the $Sit$ of the $RS$ agent would consist of all activities $User$ is performing across different use cases. $Act$ contains recommendations to the $User$ agent to navigate, manipulate, select or control the system, and $Dat$ contains all data inferred from user interaction, and knowledge and metadata of the software components and use cases. In summary, the knowledge bases, $Sit$, $Act$, and $Dat$, of both agents contain a vast amount of contextual information from different use cases to serve each other. They would ideally contain information such as the user’s intentions of utilizing the system, necessary awareness of the task being carried out, the decisions a user makes, the data extrapolated from user interaction patterns, the knowledge of all the system components, the metadata of all the objects that drives the system, etc.

Implementing the function $f_{Ag}$ of the $RS$ agent specifies which recommendation it can provide to the $User$; and in this case, an LCS does this, which will be detailed in the next section.

4. Methodology and Concept

XCS is one of the most investigated learning classifier systems [18]. Compared to the original LCS approach, the primary change in XCS is in the definition of classifier fitness. Fitness is a value that determines the worth of a classifier. As a result, XCS tends to strengthen classifiers that are both accurate in making predictions and maximally general. This change results in the population having more strong classifiers and the system delivering high performance, which is crucial for an RS. In addition, the system representation is compact compared to traditional LCS. Also, the genetic algorithm works on the action set, whereas conventional LCS considers the whole rule population [19]. This makes XCS effective computationally. As with every LCS, an XCS classifier has a condition and an action part. Condition in this context consists of a set of inputs captured from the users (if the user grants respective permissions). The corresponding action part can be contextual depending upon the type of action the user is performing. For example, if the user is familiar with a game engine, the inputs captured (condition) could be the interaction information pattern indicating what the user is planning to do. The corresponding recommendation (action) could be information on the intended task in the form of a tooltip or an appropriate guiding cue. A classifier can be directly translated to the function $(f_{Ag}(RS))$ that provides an agent’s action in any situation. Both the classifier and the function $f_{Ag}(RS)$ process similar data to assess a user’s state and assist with recommendations (See Fig. 2). An agent’s $Sit$ and the $Dat$ it needs to decide what action to take are the same as the attributes of a condition analyzed by a classifier.

**Multi-instance Approach:** User guidance in a complex system should serve different use cases in a usual scenario. Considering an authoring platform as an example, these use cases could
be familiarisation of tools, various composition mechanisms, UI navigation, and live assistance for various tasks the platform could offer. Having an RS with knowledge about the user base and the whole software platform could support users with all the above use cases. However, in an XCS-based RS, a single rule population that contains classifiers to address all these use cases might lead to *over-generalization*. Generalization is a process through which an XCS tries to make classifiers as general as possible through a genetic algorithm (GA) to attain optimal performance [20]. In each learning iteration, the GA selects a few rules with the highest fitness from the population and mutates them into general rules. A general classifier typically has a few attributes and can match with different situations [21]. Whereas over-generalization is when the rule population will have the classifiers with more wild characters (#) and fewer attributes, resulting in giving inaccurate actions [22]. In the case of an XCS-based RS, over-generalization can drastically reduce the performance and accuracy of the *RS* agent. To solve this, we propose

![Figure 1: Architecture of the proposed multi-instance XCS system](image1)

**Agent Representation:**

\[ f_{Ag(RS)} : S \times D = A \]

\[ S : \{\text{usecase, intended-task}\} \]

\[ D : \{\text{user-profile, user-goal, session-information}\} \]

\[ A : \{\text{recommendations}\} \]

**Classifier Representation:**

\[ [\text{condition}] \rightarrow \{\text{action}\} \]

condition: usecase, current-activity, user-profile, session-information

action: recommendations

![Figure 2: Agent/Classifier representation](image2)
using multiple RS agents, each meant for specific use cases, and each has its own XCS instances with individual rule populations. The proposed architecture of the XCS system is shown in Fig. 1. The User interacts with the System under Observation and Control (SuOC), in this case, the complex software system. They will be monitored by the RS throughout the session. The user activity will be captured in the form of a classifier by corresponding XCS instances. Depending on the Sit of the User agent, and the Dat available, the RS will compare this classifier with the corresponding rule populations [P1-P4]. The XCS instance can select appropriate actions considering the highest prediction value and be given back to the SuOC as recommendations. However, there will be potential challenges in having multiple XCS instances. Such as resolving conflicts by different RS agents, representing rules across different RS agents, coordinating between RS agents for a seamless user experience, etc. These have to be researched over the course of development. As in any XCS system, the user’s response to the recommendations is crucial. If the user accepts the recommendation, a positive reward $r$ is given back to the XCS to strengthen the rule. If the user is not benefited from the recommendation, the reward will be negative. However, in this case, assuming the user’s expertise in the software increases over time, they might ignore the recommendations. Solely modifying the rule’s fitness without considering the user’s mastery will impact the predictions for users who actually need them. Mapping user expertise and the conditions which deviated a lot could be one way to address this problem.

**XCS as a Substitution for Established RS Approaches:** Traditional recommendation approaches, such as collaborative filtering (CF) or content-based filtering (CB), use specific data points to formulate recommendations. For example, CF uses similarities between users and their usage/ratings on items to be recommended to generate suggestions [10]. In comparison, CB uses the metadata of the item along with the user’s interests to yield recommendations [23]. An XCS-based RS, as mentioned above, can be used as a substitution for these conventional approaches. For example:

\[
\text{[domain, rating, theme, goal, objects]} : [\text{template}]
\]

consider the simple classifier mentioned above with multiple attributes that suggest a 3D environment template to a user. The attributes referring to the user’s domain and the attributes referring to ratings given by other users on an item can be examined to generate recommendations similar to CF. Similarly, attributes indicating the theme, the goal of using the environment, and the kind of object the environment contains can be considered to produce results similar to CB. An actual classifier can be further detailed and will contain more contextual attributes. In this way, using an XCS-based RS delivers the functionality of a hybrid RS.

**5. Prototype Development**

A virtual reality (VR) authoring platform [24] is chosen to test the XCS-based RS. Out of the multiple interlinked components an authoring platform typically have, we have considered the 3D environment editor (referred to as editor from now on) as the initial use case to implement the RS. The editor allows users to import 3D assets from online libraries and compose a VR
environment by drag and drop facility. User assistance with an editor like this can be broadly classified into four categories. 1) Personalisation: allowing the users to resume work from where they stopped, provide usage statistics, and keep track of user preferences, 2) Platform Navigation: providing context-aware support in the form of cues, 3) Composition assistance: providing assets such as 3D models, automate/auto-complete the design, recommend templates, and provide cue assistance, and 4) Context-aware live support: alerts based on user activities.

Platform personalization and recommendations for UI navigation are generated by processing a particular user’s preferences and experience on the system. The details of the current session, such as the active/passive time, several IDs, etc., are also considered to narrow down the rules to construct accurate recommendations. The session data, the metadata and the theme of the 3D environment under composition, and the index of the assets used, will be considered to provide context-aware composition assistance, such as auto-completion of the environment and 3D model suggestions. In addition, the user’s interaction pattern aligned with the session information and explicitly mentioned requests/requirements through the help window will be used to provide live assistance. Out of the four categories of assistance listed above, composition assistance is in the prototype stage, and the rest are under development. A graph database is adapted for keeping track of information considering the dynamicity of the data generated over time. As a result, the performance of the RS will remain constant even if the size of the graph multiplies over time. In addition, the graph schema is flexible enough to accommodate random changes that might arise as the development progresses and the understanding of the problem space grows [25].

In the context of an RS to assist a user, this is essential as we cannot foresee what kind of interaction a user can have with the system. As a part of the platform development, we conducted a contextual inquiry among 102 healthcare professionals who could be the platform’s potential users. The study was conducted online, and the section of the study concerning user assistance asked the users about their expectations about RS. In addition, a mockup video of the authoring platform was shown to the users to understand all use cases of the RS better. The response from the users aligned with our proposed application ideas. A few of the notable requirements from the study were 1) the subsequent steps have to be indicated clearly while using the authoring platform, 2) to get pre-designed 3D environments upon providing a requirement as a keyword, 3) the system should indicate when there is a possibility of cybersickness while using the VR application (for further results: [26]). All of these explicit requests are achievable using the proposed rule-based system. Consider the example rule (abstract representation):

\[
\text{[domain, usecase, profile, activity, status]} : [R]
\]

A rule consisting of the above attributes, the use case, user’s experience, ongoing activity, and the status of that activity are a set of attributes that can be considered to suggest the subsequent steps, existing templates, and to generate alerts along with other recommendations the situation demands. During and after completing the development, user studies and interviews will be conducted to measure the performance of RS, the impact on user experience, and the effectiveness of user guidance it provides while using the platform.
6. Discussion and Future Work

During the prototype development, the XCS-based RS gave recommendations to the user with feature suggestions. For example, the user was asked to provide names of 3D models they would require to create a virtual environment, and the RS would suggest additional assets that align with the user’s requirement. However, this observation is based on the ongoing development in a limited space of a 3D editor, with only a few classifiers in the rule population. A few questions that need to be explored through the next course of development are how to address the cold-start issue that might arise once the RS is implemented across multiple use cases in addition to a 3D editor, and how to maintain and improve the system’s performance when the scope of the software platform and user base increases. In addition, currently, the system’s front end acts as the SuOC, and it will remain the primary method to infer requirements from the user. However, the scope of using an Intelligent User Interface, similar to the famous Microsoft Clippy [27], as an additional input mechanism to capture user input to increase the UX efficiency has to be explored.
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